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(54) COMMUNICATION TEST DEVICE AND COMMUNICATION TEST METHOD

(57) It is an object of the present invention to provide
a communication test device which can assist in identi-
fying a cause of the change in throughput of a mobile
communication terminal. The communication test device
includes accumulating means (15) for accumulating
trace data on a specific unit of data complying with a
designated communication standard, and throughput da-
ta on throughput of the specific unit of data transmitted
to and received from a mobile communication terminal
(2), extracting means (21) for extracting trace data and
throughput data from the accumulating means (15), trace
display means (24) for displaying trace data on a display
unit (25), throughput display means (22) for displaying a
graph of the variation with time of throughput on the dis-
play unit (25), and time obtaining means (27) for obtaining
a time. The extracting means (21) is adapted to extract,
from the accumulating means (15), trace data corre-
sponding to time designated by an operating unit (26).
The trace display means (24) is adapted to display the
trace data corresponding to the time on the display unit
(25).
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Description

Technical Field

�[0001] The present invention relates to a communica-
tion test device and a communication test method of test-
ing a relevant communication device by monitoring data
transmitted to the communication device and data re-
ceived from the communication device.

Background art

�[0002] A conventional communication test device es-
tablishes a connection with each access point by per-
forming a connection- �oriented procedure, and measures
and count the amount of data for each connection of the
relevant access point (see for example patent document
1). More specifically, the conventional communication
test device measures the mean of throughput for each
access point at hourly intervals, and displays a polygonal
line graph of the mean of throughput for each access
point measured at hourly intervals. �

Patent document 1: Japanese Patent Laid- �Open
Publication 2001-326642 (page 5, FIG. 5)

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be solved by the Invention

�[0003] The above-�mentioned polygonal line graph has
a horizontal axis with a time scale and a vertical axis with
a throughput scale. Even if the mean of throughput has
been rapidly changed (decreased or increased) with
time, the user cannot identify a cause of the rapid change
of the mean of throughput from the polygonal line graph
displayed on a screen.
�[0004] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide a communication test device which can assist
in identifying a cause of the change in throughput of the
mobile communication terminal under test.

Means for solving the Problems

�[0005]  The communication test device according to
the present invention, comprising: a base station unit for
performing wireless communication with a mobile com-
munication terminal under test on the basis of a desig-
nated communication standard; accumulating means for
accumulating trace data regarding a specific unit of data
to be exchanged between the mobile communication ter-
minal and the base station unit and throughput data re-
garding throughput for the specific unit of data in asso-
ciation with time information indicative of the time of send-
ing and receiving the specific unit of data; extracting
means for extracting the trace data and the throughput
data from the accumulating means; a display unit on
which the trace data extracted by the extracting means

are displayed by trace display means, and a graph show-
ing the variation with time of throughput based the
throughput data extracted by the extracting means is dis-
played by throughput display means; and time obtaining
means for obtaining a time corresponding to at least one
point selected for a designated analysis from the graph,
wherein the extracting means extracts, from the accu-
mulating means, the trace data corresponding to the time
obtained by the time obtaining means, and the trace dis-
play means displays the trace data corresponding to the
time obtained by the time obtaining means on the display
unit in a way that the trace data corresponding to the time
obtained by the time obtaining means is distinguished
from other trace data on the display unit. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal under test, by reason that, when a user designates
a time on the basis of the variation with time of throughput
displayed on the display unit, the extracting means ex-
tracts the trace data corresponding to the designated
time, the trace display means displays the trace data cor-
responding to the time obtained by the time obtaining
means on the display unit in a way that the trace data
corresponding to the time obtained by the time obtaining
means is distinguished from other trace data on the dis-
play unit.
�[0006] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the trace display means may dis-
play trace data on the display unit with detail information
on the relevant trace data.�
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal, by reason that the trace display means may display
trace data on the display unit with detail information on
the relevant trace data.
�[0007] The communication test device according to the
present invention comprises: a scenario storage unit hav-
ing a plurality of scenarios defining communication pro-
cedures for wireless communication with a mobile com-
munication terminal under test, the scenarios having test
term names for identifying tests to be executed on the
basis of the communication procedures; a base station
unit for performing wireless communication with the mo-
bile communication terminal on the basis of a scenario
stored in the scenario storage unit, and extracting a test
term name from the relevant scenario; accumulating
means for accumulating a test term name of a test to be
executed between the base station unit and the mobile
communication terminal on the basis of the scenario in
association with time information indicative of the time of
starting the test, and accumulating throughput data re-
garding throughput for a specific unit of data to be ex-
changed between the mobile communication terminal
and the base station unit on the basis of the scenario in
association with the time information; extracting means
for extracting the test term name and the throughput data
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from the accumulating means; a display unit on which
the test term name extracted by the extracting means
are displayed by test term name display means, and a
graph showing the variation with time of throughput
based the throughput data extracted by the extracting
means is displayed by throughput display means; and
time obtaining means for obtaining a time corresponding
to at least one point selected for a designated analysis
from the graph, wherein the extracting means extracts,
from the accumulating means, a test term name of a test
executed at the time obtained by the time obtaining
means, and the trace display means displays the test
term name of the test executed at the time obtained by
the time obtaining means on the display unit in a way that
the test term name of the test executed at the time ob-
tained by the time obtaining means is distinguished from
other test term name on the display unit.�
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal under test, and can identify the relation of the ex-
ecuted test to the throughput of the mobile communica-
tion terminal under test, by reason that, when a user des-
ignates a time on the basis of the variation with time of
throughput displayed on the display unit, the extracting
means extracts the trace data corresponding to the des-
ignated time, the trace display means displays the ex-
tracted trace data on the display unit in a way that the
trace data corresponding to the time obtained by the time
obtaining means is distinguished from other trace data
on the display unit.
�[0008] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the throughput display means may
scroll a graph showing the variation with time of through-
put based the throughput data extracted by the extracting
means, and stop scrolling the graph when the time ob-
taining means obtains a time designated by the operating
unit. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in checking the graph with-
out fail, by reason that the throughput display means
scrolls a graph showing the variation with time of through-
put based the throughput data extracted by the extracting
means, and stops scrolling the graph when the time ob-
taining means obtains a time designated by the operating
unit.
�[0009] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the time obtaining means may ob-
tain two or more times designated by the operating unit
on the basis of the variation with time of throughput dis-
played on the display unit, the extracting means may ex-
tract, from the accumulating means, the trace data cor-
responding to the times obtained by the time obtaining
means, and the trace display means may display trace
data associated with the closest times to the times ob-
tained by the time obtaining means on the display unit in
a way that trace data associated with the closest times
to the times obtained by the time obtaining means are

distinguished from other trace data on the display unit. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal under test, by reason that the trace display means
displays the trace data on the display unit in a way that
trace data associated with the closest times to the times
obtained by the time obtaining means are distinguished
from other trace data.
�[0010] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the throughput display means may
display, on the display unit, a graph showing the variation
with time of throughput based the throughput data ex-
tracted by the extracting means, and the graph may fur-
ther show at least one of an uplink communication band
and a downlink communication band decided on the ba-
sis of the negotiation with the mobile communication ter-
minal. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal under test, by reason that the graph further shows
at least one of an uplink communication band and a
downlink communication band decided on the basis of
the negotiation with the mobile communication terminal.
�[0011] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the specific unit of data received
from the mobile communication terminal may have an
index value indicative of the quality in state of the wireless
communication with the mobile communication terminal,
and the graph may further show the index value extracted
from the specific unit of data received just before the time
obtained by the time obtaining means. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in checking the variation
with time of throughput in comparison with the quality in
state of the wireless communication, by reason that the
graph further shows the index value extracted from the
specific unit of data received just before the time obtained
by the time obtaining means.
�[0012] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the throughput display means may
display a graph showing individually the variation with
time of throughput based on the designated communi-
cation standard and the variation with time of throughput
based on other communication standard in response to
the variation of the wireless communication based on the
designated communication standard to the wireless com-
munication based on other communication standard.�
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in checking the variation
with time of throughput at the time of changing from the
wireless communication based on the designated com-
munication standard to the wireless communication
based on other communication standard, by reason that
the throughput display means displays a graph showing
individually the variation with time of throughput based
on the designated communication standard and the var-
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iation with time of throughput based on other communi-
cation standard.
�[0013] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, the throughput display means dis-
plays a graph showing the variation with time of through-
put based the throughput data extracted by the extracting
means in a way that the throughput smaller than a pre-
determined threshold value is distinguished from other
throughput on the display unit. �
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can inform the user that the throughput
is equal to or smaller than a predetermined threshold
value, by reason that the throughput display means dis-
plays a graph showing the variation with time of through-
put in a way that the throughput smaller than a predeter-
mined threshold value is distinguished from other
throughput on the display unit.
�[0014] In the communication test device according to
the present invention, when a protocol corresponding to
a designated layer to be used on the basis of the desig-
nated communication standard is selected by the oper-
ating unit, the throughput display means displays a graph
showing the variation with time of throughput on the basis
of the protocol of the designated layer.�
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-
viously mentioned can assist in checking the variation
with time of throughput on the basis of the protocol of the
designated layer, by reason that the throughput display
means displays a graph showing the variation with time
of throughput on the basis of the protocol of the desig-
nated layer.
�[0015] The communication test device according to the
present invention may further comprise: a scenario stor-
age unit having a plurality of scenarios defining commu-
nication procedures for wireless communication with the
mobile communication terminal, wherein the scenarios
have test term names needed for the identification of tests
based on the communication procedures, the base sta-
tion unit performs wireless communication with the mo-
bile communication terminal on the basis of the scenarios
stored in the scenario storage unit, and extracts a test
term name from the relevant scenario, the accumulating
means accumulates the test term name with time infor-
mation indicative of the start time of the test, and the
extracting means extracts the test term name from the
accumulating means, and may further comprise: test
term name display means for displaying the test term
name extracted by the extracting means on the display
unit, wherein the extracting means extracts, from the ac-
cumulating means, a test term name of a test executed
at the time obtained by the time obtaining means, and
the test term name display means displays, on the display
unit, the test term name of the test executed at the time
obtained by the time obtaining means in a way that the
test term name of the test executed at the time obtained
by the time obtaining means is distinguished from other
test term names on the display unit.�
The communication test device thus constructed as pre-

viously mentioned can assist in identifying a cause of the
change in throughput of the mobile communication ter-
minal under test, and can identify the relation of the ex-
ecuted test to the throughput of the mobile communica-
tion terminal under test, by reason that, when the user
selectively designates times displayed on the display
unit, the extracting means extracts trace data corre-
sponding to the designated time, the trace display means
displays trace data corresponding to the designated time
on the display unit in a way that trace data corresponding
to the designated time is distinguished from other trace
data on the display unit, the extracting means further ex-
tracts a test term name of a test executed at the desig-
nated time, the test term name display means displays
the extracted test term name on the display unit in a way
that the extracted test term name is distinguished from
other test term names on the display unit.

Advantageous Effect of Invention

�[0016] The present invention is to provide communi-
cation test device and communication test method which
can assist in identifying a cause of the change in through-
put of a mobile communication terminal.

Brief Description of Drawings

�[0017]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a communication
test device according to the embodiment of the
present invention, which associates and displays
throughput data with trace data.
FIG. 2 is an image of various kinds of data displayed
in window form on a display unit of the communica-
tion test device according to the embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 3 is an image of detail information regarding
trace data.
FIG. 4 is an image displayed on the display unit, the
image including an uplink communication band and
a downlink communication band decided on the ba-
sis of the negotiation with the mobile communication
terminal.
FIG. 5 is part of an image displayed on a display unit,
the image including a graph showing the variation
with time of throughput with CQI value.
FIG. 6 is part of an image including a graph showing
the variation with time of throughput corresponding
to the time of changing from the designated protocol
to other protocol.
FIG. 7 is part of an image including a graph showing
the variation with time of throughput at the time of
identifying throughput smaller than or equal to a des-
ignated value over an identified period of time.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the construction
of the communication test device according to an-
other embodiment of the present invention, the com-
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munication test device being adapted to associate
and display throughput with test term name.
FIG. 9 is an image displayed on the display unit in
the form of a window, the image having various kinds
of data.
FIG. 10 is views schematically showing respective
parts of scenarios "Voice_�test", "Packet_
Ratechange_�test", and "PPP_ �test" as an example
of scenarios stored in the scenario storage unit.
FIG. 11 is a flow chart of a communication test device
and a communication test method of associating and
displaying throughput data with trace data.
FIG. 12 is a flow chart of a communication test device
and a communication test method of associating and
displaying throughput data with test term name.

Explanation of the Reference Numerals

�[0018]

1: communication test device
2: mobile communication terminal
3: graph
4, 6: display area
5: marker
7: maximum bandwidth of up bearer
8: maximum bandwidth of down bearer
11: base station unit
12: trace data information generating means
13: throughput calculating means
14: time information generating means
15: accumulating means
16: band control means
21: extracting means
22: throughput display means
23: display scale changing means
24: trace display means
25: display unit
26: operating unit
27: time obtaining means
28: display position control means
29: scenario storage unit
30: test item name display means
31: display area

Detailed Description of the Invention

�[0019] An embodiment of a communication test device
for associating and displaying throughput with trace data
will be described hereinafter with reference to accompa-
nying drawings. FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the
communication test device according to the embodiment
of the present invention.
�[0020] The communication test device 1 shown in FIG.
1 is adapted to function as a base station of a mobile
communication system, and to test a mobile communi-
cation terminal 2 by performing communication with the
mobile communication terminal 2 on the basis of a des-

ignated communication standard. The communication
test device 1 has, for example, a function to measure
throughput of a specific unit of data transmitted and re-
ceived from the mobile communication terminal 2 in for-
mat and unit based on the communication standard.
�[0021] The communication test device 1 comprises a
base station unit 11, trace data information generating
means 12, throughput calculating means 13, time infor-
mation generating means 14, accumulating means 15,
band control means 16, extracting means 21, throughput
display means 22, display scale changing means 23,
trace display means 24, a display unit 25, an operating
unit 26, time obtaining means 27, and display position
control means 28.
�[0022] The communication test device 1 is constituted
by a central processing unit (CPU), memory media and
the like. The memory media is constituted by random
access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), hard
disc drive, and the like. The CPU functions as part of the
above- �mentioned means by executing program mod-
ules. Additionally, the above-�mentioned means may be
constituted by electronic circuits in place of program mod-
ules to be executed by the CPU.
�[0023] The base station unit 11 is adapted to simulate
and function as a base station of a mobile communication
system, and to perform, on the basis of designated com-
munication standard, wireless communication with the
mobile communication terminal 2.
�[0024] For example, the wideband code division mul-
tiple access (W-�CDMA), the global system for mobile
(GSM) or the like is employed as the designated com-
munication standard. Further, the high speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA) defined by the 3rd generation
partnership Project (3GPP) as high-�speed packet com-
munication standard derived from the wideband code di-
vision multiple access (W- �CDMA), or the like may be em-
ployed as the designated communication standard.
�[0025] The trace data information generating means
12 is adapted to obtain, from the base station unit 11,
specific units of data transmitted to the mobile commu-
nication terminal 2 and specific units of data received
from the mobile communication terminal 2, to extract,
from the specific units of data received from the base
station unit 11, information on event number, state of
sequence in each layer, primitive parameters, message,
time and like, to generate trace data from the extracted
information and time information, and to output the trace
data to the accumulating means 15. Further the trace
data information generating means 12 is adapted to out-
put, to the throughput calculating means 13, specific units
of data transmitted to the mobile communication terminal
2 and specific units of data received from the mobile com-
munication terminal 2.
�[0026] The throughput calculating means 13 is adapt-
ed to calculate throughput per channel and session, and
per unit of time, to generate throughput data from the
calculated throughput and time information, and to output
the throughput data to the accumulating means 15. Fur-
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ther, the throughput calculating means 13 is adapted to
output the throughput data to the band control means 16.
Here, the channel and session include logical channel,
transport channel, physical channel, network service ac-
cess point identifier (NSAPI), and the like.
�[0027] Here, the term "throughput" is intended to indi-
cate an effective speed of data other than overhead in
each layer unless the user specifically designates the
throughput.
�[0028] The time information generating means 14 is
adapted to output time information to the trace data in-
formation generating means 12 and the throughput cal-
culating means 13 at regular intervals.
�[0029] The accumulating means 15 is adapted to ac-
cumulate, as trace log 15a in a storage medium, trace
data outputted from the trace data information generating
means 12, and adapted to accumulate, as throughput
log 15b in the storage medium, throughput data outputted
from the throughput calculating means 13.
�[0030] The band control means 16 is adapted to control
communication band for communication with the mobile
communication terminal 2 by negotiating (and setting)
the communication band with the mobile communication
terminal 2 on the basis of the throughput data outputted
from the throughput calculating means 13 and procedure
based on the communication standard.
�[0031] The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract
throughput data from the accumulating means 15, and
adapted to output the extracted throughput to the
throughput display means 22. Further, the extracting
means 21 is adapted to extract trace data from the ac-
cumulating means 15, and adapted to output the extract-
ed trace data to the trace display means 24.
�[0032] The throughput display means 22 is adapted to
display, on the display unit 25, a graph 3 showing the
variation with time of throughput based the throughput
data extracted by the extracting means 21. For example,
the graph 3 in FIG. 9 shows the variation with time of
throughput displayed on the display unit 25.
�[0033] FIG. 2 is an image to be displayed on the display
unit 25 in the form of a window, the image having various
kinds of data. The graph 3 has a horizontal axis defined
as a time axis and a vertical axis defined as a throughput
axis, and shows the variation with time of throughput
[kbit/sec].
�[0034] In response to an input from the user on update
intervals of the graph 3, the display scale changing
means 23 is adapted to instruct the throughput display
means 22 to update the graph 3 at intervals designated
by the user. Additionally, the throughput display means
22 may be adapted to scroll the variation with time of
throughput at intervals to display a graph 3 showing the
latest variation with time of throughput.
�[0035] The trace display means 24 is adapted to up-
date the trace data displayed on the display unit 25 to
the latest trace data extracted by the extracting means
21. For example, FIG 2 is an image to be displayed on
the display unit 25, the image having a graph 3 showing

trace data. The image has a display area 4 having infor-
mation corresponding to event numbers, a state of se-
quence in each layer, primitive parameters, message,
time and like.
�[0036] The display unit 25 is constituted by a liquid
crystal display or the like. An image shown in FIG. 2 is
displayed on the display unit 25. The operating unit 26
is constituted by a plurality of operation buttons and the
like, the user inputs information by using the operating
unit 26.
�[0037] When the user designates a time for identifying
detail information on the basis of the variation with time
of throughput displayed on the display unit 25 by using
the operating unit 26, the time obtaining means 27 is
adapted to obtain the time designated by the user, and
adapted to output the time to the extracting means 21.
�[0038] When, for example, the user scrolls the graph
3 shown in FIG. 2 or/and moves a scroll bar of the display
area 4 by using the operating unit 26, the display position
control means 28 is adapted to have the extracting means
21 extract throughput data and trace data in response to
an action of the scroll bar.
�[0039] The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract
throughput data and trace data from the accumulating
means 15 in response to an action of the scroll bar, and
adapted to output the extracted throughput data and
trace data to the throughput display means 22 and the
trace display means 24. On the other hand, the through-
put display means 22 and the trace display means 24
are adapted to display the throughput and the trace data
on the display unit 25.
�[0040] The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract,
from the accumulating means 15, trace data correspond-
ing to the time obtained by the time obtaining means 27,
and adapted to output the extracted trace data to the
trace display means 24. On the other hand, the trace
display means 24 is adapted to display the trace data on
the display unit 25.
�[0041] The operation of the communication test device
according to the present invention will then be described
hereinafter with reference to accompanying drawings.

(First embodiment)

�[0042] In order to check details of the graph 3 displayed
on the display unit 25, the user moves a marker 5 to a
point on the graph 3 displayed on the display unit 25 by
using the operating unit 26. The time obtaining means
27 obtains a time corresponding to the point designated
by the marker 5, and outputs the time to the extracting
means 21. Here, the user may designate a time by in-
putting a value indicative of the time through the operating
unit 26 without using the marker 5.
�[0043] Then, the extracting means 21 extracts, from
the accumulating means 15, trace data corresponding to
the time received from the time obtaining means 27.
Here, the extracting means 21 may extract trace data
corresponding to the closest time to the time received
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from the time obtaining means 27, or the trace data cor-
responding to a time immediately preceding the time re-
ceived from the time obtaining means 27.
�[0044] The extracting means 21 outputs the extracted
trace data to the trace display means 24, while the trace
display means 24 displays the trace data received from
the extracting means 21 on the display unit 25 in a way
that the trace data received from the extracting means
21 is distinguished from other trace data on the display
unit 25. When, for example, the trace data extracted by
the extracting means 21 is not in a given period of time
defined as a display area 4, the trace display means 24
may display the trace data extracted by the extracting
means 21 in the display area 4. The trace display means
24 may highlight the trace data extracted by the extracting
means 21.

(Second embodiment)

�[0045] FIG. 3 similar to FIG. 2 is an image displayed
on the display unit 25 in the form of a window, the image
having various kinds of data. As shown in FIG. 3, the
trace display means 24 displays the trace data extracted
by the extracting means 21 on the display area 4, and
displays detail information of the relevant trace data on
the display area 6. The detail information such as for
example a message decoded from the relevant trace da-
ta, primitive parameters and the like is displayed in the
display area 6.

(Third embodiment)

�[0046] The throughput display means 22 may scroll a
graph showing the variation with time of throughput, and
stop scrolling the graph when the time obtaining means
27 obtains a time designated by the user.

(Fourth embodiment)

�[0047] When the user moves two or more markers 5
to points on the graph 3 displayed on the display unit 25
by using the operating unit 26, the time obtaining means
27 may obtain times corresponding to the points desig-
nated by the user. The extracting means 21 may extract,
from the accumulating means 15, trace data correspond-
ing to the respective times obtained by the time obtaining
means 27. The trace data display means 24 may display
the trace data extracted by the extracting means 21 on
the display area 4.
�[0048] When, for example, two or more times are dis-
tant from each other, the trace display means 24 cannot
display the trace data corresponding to the times in the
display area 4 at the same time. In this case, the trace
display means 24 highlights the trace data corresponding
to the times. More specifically, when the user scroll the
trace data to ensure that the trace data corresponding to
the designated time falls into the display area 4, the trace
display means 24 may highlight the trace data corre-

sponding to the designated time. The user may designate
a period of time by dragging the marker 5.

(Fifth embodiment)

�[0049] The throughput display means 22 may display,
on the display unit, a graph showing the variation with
time of throughput based the throughput data extracted
by the extracting means 21. The graph may indicate at
least one of an uplink communication band or a downlink
communication band decided on the basis of the nego-
tiation with the mobile communication terminal 2. As
shown in, for example, FIG. 4, the graph displayed by
the throughput display means 22 may further indicate an
uplink bearer maximum rate 7 and a downlink bearer
maximum rate 8. Here, the term "uplink bearer maximum
rate" is intended to indicate a maximum rate of the uplink
communication band allocated to the mobile communi-
cation terminal 2, and the term "downlink bearer maxi-
mum rate" is intended to indicate a maximum rate of the
downlink communication band allocated to the mobile
communication terminal 2. Even if the base station unit
is performing wireless communication with the mobile
communication terminal 2, the communication test de-
vice can change the communication band in stages as
shown in FIG 4.

(Sixth embodiment)

�[0050] As shown in FIG 5, the throughput display
means 22 may display a graph having a CQI value cor-
responding to a time immediately preceding the time ob-
tained by the time obtaining means 21. More specifically,
the time obtaining means 27 obtains a time correspond-
ing to a point occupied by the marker 5. The extracting
means 21 extracts, from the trace data, a CQI value cor-
responding to a time immediately preceding the time ob-
tained by the time obtaining means 21, and displays a
graph having the extracted CQI value.
�[0051] Here, the term "CQI value" is intended to indi-
cate an index value indicative of the quality in state of
the wireless communication. The trace data having the
CQI value has a primitive name "PHY-�Data-�IND" defined
in the specification "3GPP TS25. 302/10. 1. 4". The CQI
value has a data section defined in the specification
"3GPP TS25. 212/4. 7. 1".

(Seventh embodiment)

�[0052] When the user changes the communication
standard "W-�CDMA" for the wireless communication with
the mobile communication terminal 2 to a communication
standard "GPRS", the throughput display means 22 may
display the throughput corresponding to the communica-
tion standard "W-�CDMA" and the throughput corre-
sponding to the communication standard "GPRS" on a
graph 3 on the basis of the throughput data extracted by
the extracting means 21 in a way that the communication
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standard "W-�CDMA" is distinguished from the throughput
corresponding to the communication standard "GPRS"
as shown in FIG. 6.

(Eighth embodiment)

�[0053] The throughput display means 22 is adapted to
display a graph showing the variation with time of
throughput based the throughput data extracted by the
extracting means 21 in a way that the throughput smaller
than a predetermined threshold value is identified and
distinguished from other throughput on the display unit
25. As shown in FIG. 7, as a threshold level for informing
the user of the reduced through, the user may input 8000
by using the operating unit 26. When the throughput
smaller than or equal to 8000, the throughput display
means 22 displays the reduced throughput in a way that
an area corresponding to the throughput smaller than or
equal to 8000 is distinguished from the remaining area
on the graph 3.

(Ninth embodiment)

�[0054] When the user checks throughput correspond-
ing to a designated layer, for example, throughput based
on a protocol corresponding to a layer 1 (physical layer)
used by, for example, HSDPA, the user selects a layer
1 by using the operating unit 26, the throughput display
means 22 may display throughput based on a protocol
corresponding to a layer 1. Needless to say, the through-
put corresponding to a layer different from the layer 1 is
displayed as a target.
�[0055] When the throughput corresponding to a layer
3 (network layer) is changed to the throughput based on
a protocol corresponding to a lower layer such as for
example layer 1 (physical layer) and layer 2 (data link
layer), the throughput display means 22 outputs, to the
accumulating means 15, throughput data generated from
the throughput based on a protocol corresponding to a
lower layer and time information. The throughput display
means 22 displays the throughput based on a protocol
corresponding to a lower layer on the display unit 25 in
a way that the throughput based on a protocol corre-
sponding to a lower layer is distinguished from other trace
data on the display unit 25. As a result, the user can
identify retransmission based on a protocol correspond-
ing to a lower layer by checking the throughput based on
a protocol corresponding to a lower layer.

(Tenth embodiment)

�[0056] The graph 3 to be displayed on the display unit
25 by the throughput display means 22 may be consti-
tuted by two or more divided sections. One of the divided
sections is different in time scale from the remaining sec-
tions, and can be compared with the remaining sections.
Further, the throughput display means 22 may be adapt-
ed to zoom in or zoom out the graph 3 displayed on the

display unit 25 if necessary.
�[0057] From the foregoing description, it will be under-
stood that the communication test device according to
the tenth embodiment of the present invention can assist
in identifying a cause of the change in throughput of the
mobile communication terminal under test, by reason
that, when the user designates a time on the basis of the
variation with time of throughput displayed on the display
unit 25, the extracting means 21 extracts trace data cor-
responding to the designated time, the trace display
means 24 displays the trace data on the display unit 25
in a way that the trace data corresponding to the desig-
nated time is identified and distinguished from other trace
data on the display unit 25.
�[0058] The communication test method of associating
and displaying throughput data with trace data, according
to the tenth embodiment of the present invention, will be
described hereinafter with reference to FIG. 11.
�[0059] Firstly, the trace data information generating
means 12 accumulates trace data on a specific unit of
data to be exchanged between the mobile communica-
tion terminal 2 and the base station unit 11 and through-
put data regarding throughput for the specific unit of data
in association with time information indicative of the time
of sending and receiving the specific unit of data in the
accumulating means 15 (in step S1).
�[0060] Then, the extracting means 21 extracts trace
data and throughput data from the accumulating means
15 (in step S2). The trace display means 24 and the
throughput display means 22 displays the trace data ex-
tracted by the extracting means 21 and a graph 3 showing
the variation with time of throughput based the through-
put data extracted by the extracting means 21 on the
display unit 25 (in steps S3 and S4).
�[0061] When the operating unit 26 designates at least
one point selected for a designated analysis from an area
on the graph 3 (in step S5), the time obtaining means 27
obtains a time corresponding to the designated point (in
step S6). The extracting means 21 extracts, from the ac-
cumulating means 15, trace data corresponding to the
time obtained by the time obtaining means 27, the trace
data extracted by the extracting means 21 is displayed
on the display unit 25 in a way that the trace data extract-
ed by the extracting means 21 is distinguished from other
trace data on the display unit 25 (in step S7). In this step,
the trace data may be displayed on the display unit 25
with detail information on the relevant trace data.
�[0062] FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing the construc-
tion of the communication test device according to the
embodiment of the present invention. The embodiment
of a communication test device according to the present
invention will be described hereinafter with FIG. 8. The
communication test device is adapted to associate
throughput with test term name data, and to display the
throughput and the trace data. The communication test
device 1 shown in FIG. 8 is adapted to test a mobile
communication terminal 2 by functioning as a base sta-
tion of a mobile communication system to perform wire-
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less communication with the mobile communication ter-
minal 2 on the basis of designated communication stand-
ard. The communication test device 1 has, for example,
a function to test throughput indicative of amount of data
transmitted to and received from the mobile communica-
tion terminal 2 in format and unit based on the commu-
nication standard.
�[0063] The communication test device 1 comprises a
base station unit 11, trace data information generating
means 12, throughput calculating means 13, time infor-
mation generating means 14, accumulating means 15,
band control means 16, extracting means 21, throughput
display means 22, display scale changing means 23,
trace display means 24, a display unit 25, an operating
unit 26, time obtaining means 27, a display position con-
trol means 28, scenario storage unit 29, and test term
name display means 30.
�[0064] The communication test device 1 is constituted
by a central processing unit (CPU), memory media and
the like. The memory media is constituted by random
access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), hard
disc drive, and the like. The above-�mentioned means
may be constituted by electronic circuits in place of pro-
gram modules to be executed by the CPU.
�[0065] The base station unit 11 is adapted to simulate
and function as a base station of a mobile communication
system, and to perform wireless communication with the
mobile communication terminal 2 on the basis of desig-
nated communication standard.
�[0066] For example, the wideband code division mul-
tiple access (W-�CDMA), the global system for mobile
(GSM) or the like is employed as the designated com-
munication standard. Further, the high speed downlink
packet access (HSDPA) defined by the 3rd generation
partnership Project (3GPP) as high-�speed packet com-
munication standard derived from the wideband code di-
vision multiple access (W- �CDMA), or the like may be em-
ployed as the designated communication standard.
�[0067] The wireless communication between the base
station unit 11 and the mobile communication terminal 2
is performed on the basis of a scenario defining a com-
munication procedure. The scenario storage unit 29 has
a plurality of scenarios having test term names for iden-
tifying tests to be executed on the basis of the commu-
nication procedures.
�[0068] When, for example, a scenario’s name included
in a list (not shown) is designated by the operating unit
26, a scenario corresponding to the designated scenar-
io’s name is determined as a scenario to be executed by
the base station unit 11. FIG. 9 is an image displayed on
the display unit 25 in the form of a window, the image
having various kinds of data. One or more scenarios to
be executed by the base station unit 11 are displayed in
the display area 31.
�[0069] The following description is directed to a meth-
od of designating scenarios to be executed by the base
station unit 11. When a scenario is executed and finished,
a scenario next to the finished scenario may be desig-

nated by the user. After a sequence of scenarios is de-
termined, the scenarios may be executed in the se-
quence.
�[0070] As shown in FIG 9, scenarios "’Voice_�test",
"Packet_�test", "Video_�test", "Packet_ Ratechange_
test", and "PPP_�test" listed in a designated sequence in
a display area 31 are executed in a designated sequence.
As an example, each of the scenarios "Voice_�test",
"Packet_�test", "Video_�test", "Packet_ �Ratechange_ �test",
and "PPP_�test" listed in a display area 31 may be dis-
played in a designated sequence after being executed
in the designated sequence.
�[0071] FIG. 10 shows parts of the scenarios "Voice_
test", "Packet_�Ratechange_�test", and "PPP_�test". As
will be seen from FIG. 10, the scenario "Packet_
Ratechange_ �test" has character string information indic-
ative of a test term name, and flags "Start_�sequence"
and "End_�sequence" indicating a start and an ending of
the test term. Here, the scenario may have only a flag
indicating a start, and may not have a flag indicating an
ending. As shown in FIG. 9, the test term names "Rate_
64K" and "Rate_�384K" are displayed in the display area
31. In order to indicate that the scenario "Packet_�Rate-
change _test" has test term names, the test term names
may be indented.
�[0072] When the communication test device starts the
designated scenario, the base station unit 11 is adapted
to inform the trace data information generating means
12 of the designated scenario’s name as a test term
name. Further, the base station unit 11 is adapted to in-
form the trace data information generating means 12 of
the character string information indicative of a test term
name and a start of a test term on the basis of a flag
indicating a start of a test term described in the scenario.
Further, the base station unit 11 is adapted to inform the
trace data information generating means 12 of the char-
acter string information indicative of a test term name
and an ending of the test term on the basis of a flag
indicating an ending of a test term described in the sce-
nario. When the scenario has a flag indicating a start and
a flag indicating an ending time, the ending time of the
test is obtained from the start of the test term, the com-
munication test device can clearly indicate not only a start
of a test term but also a period in which the test term has
been executed, in comparison with a scenario having
only a flag indicating a start.
�[0073] The trace data information generating means
12 is adapted to obtain, from the base station unit 11,
specific units of data transmitted to the mobile commu-
nication terminal 2 and specific units of data received
from the mobile communication terminal 2, to extract,
from the specific units of data received from the base
station unit 11, information on event numbers, state of
sequence in each layer, primitive parameters, message,
time and like, to generate trace data having the extracted
information and time information, and to output the trace
data to the accumulating means 15. In response to the
test term name received from the base station unit 11,
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the trace data information generating means 12 is adapt-
ed to generate test term name data 15c from the extract-
ed information and time information, and to output the
term name data 15c to the accumulating means 15. Fur-
ther, the trace data information generating means 12 is
adapted to output, to the throughput calculating means
13, specific units of data transmitted to the mobile com-
munication terminal 2 and specific units of data received
from the mobile communication terminal 2.
�[0074] The throughput calculating means 13 is adapt-
ed to calculate throughput per channel and session, and
per unit of time, to generate throughput data from the
calculated throughput with time information, and to output
the throughput data to the accumulating means 15. Fur-
ther, the throughput calculating means 13 is adapted to
output the throughput data to the band control means 16.
Here, the channel and session include logical channel,
transport channel, physical channel, network service ac-
cess point identifier (NSAPI), and the like.
�[0075] Here, the term "throughput" is intended to indi-
cate an effective speed of data other than overhead in
each layer if the user does not designates the throughput.
�[0076] The time information generating means 14 is
adapted to output time information to the trace data in-
formation generating means 12 and the throughput cal-
culating means 13 at regular intervals.
�[0077] The accumulating means 15 is adapted to ac-
cumulate, as trace log 15a in a storage medium, trace
data outputted from the trace data information generating
means 12, and adapted to accumulate, as throughput
log 15b in the storage medium, throughput data outputted
from the throughput calculating means 13.
�[0078] The band control means 16 is adapted to control
communication band by negotiating (and setting) the
communication band with the mobile communication ter-
minal 2 on the basis of the throughput data outputted
from the throughput calculating means 13 in accordance
with procedure based on the standard for communication
with the mobile communication terminal 2.
�[0079] The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract
throughput data from the accumulating means 15, and
adapted to output the extracted throughput to the
throughput display means 22. Further, the extracting
means 21 is adapted to extract test item name from the
accumulating means 15, and adapted to output the ex-
tracted test item name to the trace display means 24.
Further, the extracting means 21 is adapted to extract
trace data from the accumulating means 15, and adapted
to output the extracted trace data to the trace display
means 24.
�[0080] The throughput display means 22 is adapted to
display, on the display unit 25, a graph 3 showing the
variation with time of throughput based the throughput
data extracted by the extracting means 21. For example,
the graph 3 shows the variation with time of throughput
displayed on the display unit 25.
�[0081] FIG. 9 is an image displayed on the display unit
25 in the form of a window, the image having various

kinds of data. The graph 3 has a horizontal axis defined
as a time axis and a vertical axis defined as a throughput
axis, and shows the variation with time of throughput
[kbit/sec].
�[0082] In response to an input from the user on update
intervals of the graph 3, the display scale changing
means 23 is adapted to instruct the throughput display
means 22 to update the graph 3 at intervals designated
by the user. Additionally, the throughput display means
22 may be adapted to scroll the variation with time of
throughput at intervals to display a graph 3 showing the
current variation with time of throughput.
�[0083]  The trace display means 24 is adapted to up-
date the trace data displayed on the display unit 25 to
the latest trace data extracted by the extracting means
21. For example, FIG. 9 is an image to be displayed on
the display unit 25, the image having a graph 3 showing
the latest trace data, and a display area 4 having infor-
mation corresponding to event numbers, a state of se-
quence in each layer, primitive parameters, message,
time and like.
�[0084] The test term name display means 30 is adapt-
ed to display, in a display area 31 of the display unit 25,
a test term name based on the test term name data ex-
tracted by the extracting means 21 as needed.
�[0085] The display unit 25 is constituted by a liquid
crystal display or the like, and adapted to display an im-
age shown in FIG. 9. The operating unit 26 is constituted
by a plurality of operation buttons, and adapted to input
information received from the user when the operating
unit 26 is operated by the user.
�[0086] When the user designates a time for identifying
detail information on the basis of the variation with time
of throughput displayed on the display unit 25 by using
the operating unit 26, the time obtaining means 27 is
adapted to obtain the time designated by the user, and
adapted to output the time to the extracting means 21.
�[0087] When, for example, the user scrolls the graph
3 shown in FIG. 2 or/and moves a scroll bar of the display
area 4 by using the operating unit 26, the display position
control means 28 is adapted to have the extracting means
21 extract throughput data and trace data in response to
an action of the scroll bar.
�[0088] When the extracting means 21 extracts
throughput data, trace data, and test term name data
from the accumulating means 15, the extracting means
21 outputs the throughput data, trace data, and test term
name data extracted from the accumulating means 15
to the throughput display means 22, the trace display
means 24, and the test term name display means 30. On
the other hand, the throughput display means 22, the
trace display means 24, and the test term name display
means 30 the throughput data, the trace data, and the
test term name data on the display unit 25, respectively.
�[0089] The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract,
from the accumulating means 15, trace data correspond-
ing to time obtained by the time obtaining means 27, and
adapted to output the extracted trace data to the trace
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display means 24. On the other hand, the trace display
means 24 is adapted to display the trace data on the
display unit 25.
The extracting means 21 is adapted to extract, from the
accumulating means 15, test term name data corre-
sponding to time obtained by the time obtaining means
27, and adapted to output the extracted test term name
data to the trace display means 24. On the other hand,
the trace display means 24 is adapted to display the test
term name on the display unit 25.
�[0090] The operation of the communication test device
according to the present invention will then be described
hereinafter with reference to accompanying drawings.

(Eleventh embodiment)

�[0091] In order to check the details of the graph 3 dis-
played on the display unit 25, the user moves a marker
5 to a point on the graph 3 displayed on the display unit
25 by using the operating unit 26. The time obtaining
means 27 obtains a time corresponding to the point des-
ignated by the marker 5, and outputs the time to the ex-
tracting means 21. Here, the user may designate a time
by inputting a value indicative of the time through the
operating unit 26 without using the marker 5.
�[0092] Then, the extracting means 21 extracts, from
the accumulating means 15, trace data and test term
name corresponding to the time outputted from the time
obtaining means 27. Here, the extracting means 21 may
extract trace data corresponding to the closest time to
the time outputted from the time obtaining means 27, or
the trace data corresponding to a time immediately pre-
ceding the time outputted from the time obtaining means
27.
The extracting means 21 may extract a test term name
of a test executed at a time immediately preceding the
time outputted from the time obtaining means 27 if there
is no data regarding the ending time of the test executed
at the time outputted from the time obtaining means 27.
�[0093] The extracting means 21 outputs the extracted
trace data to the trace display means 24, while the trace
display means 24 displays the trace data in a way that
the trace data outputted by the extracting means 21 is
distinguished from other trace data on the display unit
25. The extracting means 21 outputs the extracted test
term name to the test term name display means 30, while
the test term name display means 30 displays the test
term name in a way that the test term name outputted by
the extracting means 21 is distinguished from other test
term names on the display unit 25.
�[0094] When, for example, the trace data outputted by
the extracting means 21 is out of the display area 4 re-
lated to the trace data, the trace display means 24 may
display the trace data in a way that the trace data out-
putted by the extracting means 21 falls within the display
area 4, or may highlight the trace data.
�[0095] When, for example, the test term name output-
ted by the extracting means 21 is out of the display area

31 related to the test term name, the trace display means
24 may display the test term name in a way that the test
term name outputted by the extracting means 21 falls
within the display area 31, or may highlight the test term
name.
�[0096] From the foregoing description, it will be under-
stood that the communication test device according to
the eleventh embodiment of the present invention can
assist in identifying a cause of the change in throughput
of the mobile communication terminal 2 under test, and
can identify the relation of the executed test to the
throughput of the mobile communication terminal 2 under
test, by reason that, when a user designates a time on
the basis of the variation with time of throughput dis-
played on the display unit 25, the extracting means 21
extracts trace data corresponding to the designated time,
the trace display means 24 displays the extracted trace
data on the display unit 25 in a way that the trace data
corresponding to the time obtained by the time obtaining
means 27 is distinguished from other trace data on the
display unit 25, when the communication test device 2
executes a test based on a designated communication
procedure while changing parameters related to trans-
mission power, wireless communication band, and the
like, the scenario having character string information in-
dicative of a test term name corresponding to the
changed parameter, the extracting means 21 extracts,
from the accumulating means 15, a test term name of a
test executed at the time obtained by the time obtaining
means 27, and the test term name display means 30
displays the test term name of the test executed at the
time obtained by the time obtaining means 27 on the
display unit 25 in a way that the test term name of the
test executed at the time obtained by the time obtaining
means 27 is distinguished from other test term name on
the display unit 25.
�[0097] The communication test method of associating
and displaying throughput data with trace data, according
to the eleventh embodiment of the present invention, will
be described hereinafter with reference to FIG. 11.
�[0098] In this method, the scenario storage unit 29 has
a plurality of scenarios defining communication proce-
dures for wireless communication with a mobile commu-
nication terminal 2 under test, and the scenarios has test
term names for identifying tests to be executed on the
basis of the communication procedures.
�[0099] The trace data information generating means
12 accumulates trace data regarding a specific unit of
data to be exchanged between the mobile communica-
tion terminal 2 and the base station unit 11 and through-
put data regarding throughput for the specific unit of data
in association with time information indicative of the time
of sending and receiving the specific unit of data in the
accumulating means 15 (in step S11).
�[0100] Then, the extracting means 21 extracts
throughput data from the accumulating means 15 (in step
S12). The test term name display means 30, the through-
put display means 22 and the trace display means 24
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display the extracted test term name, the trace data ex-
tracted by the extracting means 21 and a graph 3 showing
the variation with time of throughput based the through-
put data extracted by the extracting means 21 on the
display unit 25 (in steps S13 and S14).
�[0101] When the operating unit 26 designates at least
one point selected for a designated analysis from an area
on the graph 3 (in step S15), the time obtaining means
27 obtains a time corresponding to the designated point
(in step S16). The extracting means 21 extracts, from the
accumulating means 15, a test term name of a test exe-
cuted at the time obtained by the time obtaining means
27, the test term name extracted by the extracting means
21 is displayed on the display unit 25 in a way that the
test term name extracted by the extracting means 21 is
distinguished from other test term names on the display
unit 25 (in step S17).
�[0102] In this specification, the first to eleventh embod-
iments of the communication test device according to the
present invention have been described, may be com-
bined and defined as an embodiment, or may be selec-
tively combined and defined as an embodiment.

Industrial Applicability

�[0103] As will be seen from the foregoing description,
the communication test device according to the present
invention has an advantageous effect of assisting in iden-
tifying a cause of the change in throughput of a mobile
communication terminal under test, and is useful as a
communication test device for monitoring data transmit-
ted and received from the a wireless communication de-
vice.

Claims

1. A communication test device, comprising: �

a base station unit (11) for performing wireless
communication with a mobile communication
terminal (2) under test on the basis of a desig-
nated communication standard;
accumulating means (15) for accumulating trace
data regarding a specific unit of data to be ex-
changed between said mobile communication
terminal and said base station unit and through-
put data regarding throughput for said specific
unit of data in association with time information
indicative of the time of sending and receiving
said specific unit of data;
extracting means (21) for extracting said trace
data and said throughput data from said accu-
mulating means;
a display unit (25) on which said trace data ex-
tracted by said extracting means are displayed
by trace display means (24), and a graph show-
ing the variation with time of throughput based

said throughput data extracted by said extract-
ing means is displayed by throughput display
means (22); and
time obtaining means (27) for obtaining a time
corresponding to at least one point selected for
a designated analysis from said graph, wherein
said extracting means extracts, from said accu-
mulating means, said trace data corresponding
to said time obtained by said time obtaining
means, and
said trace display means displays said trace da-
ta corresponding to said time obtained by said
time obtaining means on said display unit in a
way that said trace data corresponding to said
time obtained by said time obtaining means is
distinguished from other trace data on said dis-
play unit.

2. A communication test device according to claim 1,
wherein said trace display means displays trace data
on said display unit with detail information on the
relevant trace data.

3. A communication test device, comprising: �

a scenario storage unit (29) having a plurality of
scenarios defining communication procedures
for wireless communication with a mobile com-
munication terminal (2) under test, said scenar-
ios having test term names for identifying tests
to be executed on the basis of said communica-
tion procedures;
a base station unit (11) for performing wireless
communication with said mobile communication
terminal on the basis of a scenario stored in said
scenario storage unit, and extracting a test term
name from the relevant scenario;
accumulating means (15) for accumulating a
test term name of a test to be executed between
said base station unit and said mobile commu-
nication terminal on the basis of said scenario
in association with time information indicative of
the time of starting said test, and accumulating
throughput data regarding throughput for a spe-
cific unit of data to be exchanged between said
mobile communication terminal and said base
station unit on the basis of said scenario in as-
sociation with said time information;
extracting means (21) for extracting said test
term name and said throughput data from said
accumulating means;
a display unit (25) on which said test term name
extracted by said extracting means are dis-
played by test term name display means (30),
and a graph showing the variation with time of
throughput based said throughput data extract-
ed by said extracting means is displayed by
throughput display means (22); and
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time obtaining means (27) for obtaining a time
corresponding to at least one point selected for
a designated analysis from said graph, wherein
said extracting means extracts, from said accu-
mulating means, a test term name of a test ex-
ecuted at said time obtained by said time obtain-
ing means, and
said trace display means displays said test term
name of said test executed at said time obtained
by said time obtaining means on said display
unit in a way that said test term name of said
test executed at said time obtained by said time
obtaining means is distinguished from other test
term name on said display unit.

4. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said throughput display means scrolls a graph show-
ing the variation with time of throughput based said
throughput data extracted by said extracting means,
and stops scrolling said graph when said time ob-
taining means obtains a time designated by said op-
erating unit.

5. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said time obtaining means obtains two or more times
designated by said operating unit on the basis of the
variation with time of throughput displayed on said
display unit,�
said extracting means extracts, from said accumu-
lating means, said trace data corresponding to said
times obtained by said time obtaining means, and
said trace display means displays trace data asso-
ciated with the closest times to said times obtained
by said time obtaining means on said display unit in
a way that trace data associated with the closest
times to said times obtained by said time obtaining
means are distinguished from other trace data on
said display unit.

6. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said throughput display means displays, on said dis-
play unit, a graph showing the variation with time of
throughput based said throughput data extracted by
said extracting means, and
said graph further shows at least one of an uplink
communication band and a downlink communication
band decided on the basis of the negotiation with
said mobile communication terminal.

7. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said specific unit of data received from said mobile
communication terminal has an index value indica-
tive of the quality in state of said wireless communi-
cation with said mobile communication terminal, and

said graph further shows said index value extracted
from the specific unit of data received just before the
time obtained by said time obtaining means.

8. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said throughput display means displays a graph
showing individually the variation with time of
throughput based on said designated communica-
tion standard and the variation with time of through-
put based on other communication standard in re-
sponse to the variation of said wireless communica-
tion based on said designated communication stand-
ard to said wireless communication based on other
communication standard.

9. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said throughput display means displays a graph
showing the variation with time of throughput based
said throughput data extracted by said extracting
means in a way that the throughput smaller than a
predetermined threshold value is distinguished from
other throughput on said display unit.

10. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
when a protocol corresponding to a designated layer
to be used on the basis of said designated commu-
nication standard is selected by said operating unit,
said throughput display means displays a graph
showing the variation with time of throughput on the
basis of said protocol of said designated layer.

11. A communication test device according to claim 1 or
claim 2, further comprising: �

a scenario storage unit (29) having a plurality of
scenarios defining communication procedures
for wireless communication with said mobile
communication terminal, wherein
said scenarios have test term names needed for
the identification of tests based on said commu-
nication procedures,
said base station unit performs wireless com-
munication with said mobile communication ter-
minal on the basis of said scenarios stored in
said scenario storage unit, and extracts a test
term name from the relevant scenario,
said accumulating means accumulates said test
term name with time information indicative of the
start time of said test, and
said extracting means extracts said test term
name from said accumulating means, and fur-
ther comprising:�

test term name display means (30) for dis-
playing said test term name extracted by
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said extracting means on said display unit,
wherein
said extracting means extracts, from said
accumulating means, a test term name of a
test executed at said time obtained by said
time obtaining means, and
said test term name display means dis-
plays, on said display unit, said test term
name of said test executed at said time ob-
tained by said time obtaining means in a
way that said test term name of said test
executed at said time obtained by said time
obtaining means is distinguished from other
test term names on said display unit.

12. A communication test device according to any one
of claims 1 to 3, wherein
said time obtaining means obtains two or more times
designated by said operating unit on the basis of the
variation with time of throughput displayed on said
display unit,�
said extracting means extracts, from said accumu-
lating means, said test term names corresponding
to said times obtained by said time obtaining means,
and
said trace display means displays, on said display
unit, said test term names corresponding to said
times obtained by said time obtaining means in a
way that said test term names corresponding to said
times obtained by said time obtaining means are dis-
tinguished from other test term names on said dis-
play unit.

13. A communication test method of performing wireless
communication with a mobile communication termi-
nal (2) under test on the basis of a designated com-
munication standard, comprising: �

an accumulating step (15) of accumulating, in
accumulating means (15), trace data regarding
a specific unit of data to be exchanged between
a mobile communication terminal and a base
station unit and throughput data regarding
throughput for said specific unit of data in asso-
ciation with time information indicative of the
time of sending and receiving said specific unit
of data;
an extracting step of extracting said trace data
and said throughput data from said accumulat-
ing means;
a first trace display step of displaying said trace
data extracted in said extracting step on a dis-
play unit (25);
a throughput display step of displaying a graph
showing the variation with time of throughput
based said throughput data extracted in said ex-
tracting step;
a designating step of allowing a user to desig-

nate at least one point selected for a designated
analysis from an area on said graph;
a time obtaining step of obtaining a time corre-
sponding to said designated point, said trace da-
ta corresponding to said time obtained in said
time obtaining step is extracted from said accu-
mulating means in said extracting step; and
a second trace display step of displaying, on said
display unit, said trace data corresponding to
said time obtained in said time obtaining step in
a way that said trace data corresponding to said
time obtained in said time obtaining step is dis-
tinguished from other trace data.

14. A communication test method according to claim 13,
wherein
trace data is displayed on said display unit with detail
information on the relevant trace data in said trace
display step.

15. A communication test method of performing wireless
communication between a base station unit (11) and
a mobile communication terminal (2) under test on
the basis of a scenario selected from among scenar-
ios stored in a scenario storage unit (29), said sce-
narios defining procedures for wireless communica-
tion with said mobile communication terminal, and
having test term names needed for the identification
of tests based on said procedures,�
said communication test method comprising: �

an accumulating step (15) of accumulating a test
term name of a test to be executed between said
base station unit and said mobile communica-
tion terminal on the basis of said scenario in as-
sociation with time information indicative of the
time of starting said test, and accumulating
throughput data regarding throughput for a spe-
cific unit of data to be exchanged between said
mobile communication terminal and said base
station unit on the basis of said scenario in as-
sociation with said time information;
an extracting step of extracting said test term
name and said throughput data from said accu-
mulating means;
a first trace display step of displaying said test
term name extracted in said extracting step on
a display unit (25);
a throughput display step of displaying a graph
showing the variation with time of throughput
based said throughput data extracted in said ex-
tracting step;
a designating step of allowing a user to desig-
nate at least one point selected for a designated
analysis from an area on said graph;
a time obtaining step of obtaining a time corre-
sponding to said designated point, said test term
name corresponding to said time obtained in
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said time obtaining step is extracted from said
accumulating means in said extracting step; and
a second trace display step of displaying, on said
display unit, said test term name corresponding
to said time obtained in said time obtaining step
in a way that said test term name corresponding
to said time obtained in said time obtaining step
is distinguished from other test term names on
said display unit.
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